Note: Walk #1 does not include the Peninsula Trail in Chelmsford since the Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge encompasses just the trails in Carlisle.

Adding this pleasant trail will increase your walk by about 2 miles out and back.

*Note, the TOTAL distance shown is the combined lengths of the trails shown. Walking all the trails will require some doubling back of some trail sections, so whatever route you take, the total distance will be longer.

For more complete maps and a description of the trails and the lands that Walk #1 traverses, see pages 22 & 23 of the 2018 Edition of *Trails in Carlisle*, the ideal reference for the *Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge*. The trails book is available for purchase for $10 at Town Hall or $15 at Ferns.
For more complete maps and a description of the trails and the lands that Walk #2 traverses, see pages 24 & 25 of the 2018 Edition of Trails in Carlisle, the ideal reference for the Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge. The trails book is available for purchase for $10 at Town Hall or $15 at Ferns.
Note:
The start of the Likely Trail in Carlisle Pines is not well marked. Rather than try to connect through Westford to the MacAfee and Holmes-Avery Trails, you may want to take local roads to the Kimball Road cul de sac to access the two trails to the northwest.

*Note, the TOTAL distance shown above is the combined lengths of the trails shown. Walking all the trails will require some doubling back of some trail sections, so whatever route you take, the total distance will be longer.

For more complete maps and a description of the trails and the lands that Walk #3 traverses, see pages 16 & 17 of the the 2018 Edition of Trails in Carlisle, the ideal reference for the Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge. The trails book is available for purchase for $10 at Town Hall or $15 at Ferns.
Note: Walk #4 includes both the short Hanover Hill Trail accessed within the Hanover Hill development and the Westford Street pathway that runs through the woods bordering the development along Westford Street up to Towle Field.

For more complete maps and a description of the trails and the lands that Walk #4 traverses, see pages 24 & 25 of the 2018 Edition of *Trails in Carlisle*, the ideal reference for the Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge. The trails book is available for purchase for $10 at Town Hall or $15 at Ferns.
For more complete maps and a description of the trails and the lands that Walk #5 traverses, see pages 12 & 13 of the 2018 Edition of *Trails in Carlisle*, the ideal reference for the Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge.

The trails book is available for purchase for $10 at Town Hall or $15 at Ferns.

*Note, the TOTAL distance shown above is the combined lengths of the trails shown. Walking all the trails will require some doubling back of some trail sections, so whatever route you take, the total distance will be longer.*
Note:
The “Spencer Brook Passage” on these trail maps is a trail easement that represents a possible site for a future floating boardwalk that would connect the Spencer Brook Viewing Platform to the Hartwell Road cul de sac.

The easement is across a deep wetland area of the Spencer Brook watershed and is definitely NOT walkable.

Walks #6 and #7 are thus separate walks, one starting off South Street, the other starting 2 miles away, off Concord Street.

*Note, the TOTAL distances shown above are the combined lengths of the trails shown. Walking all the trails will require some doubling back of some trail sections, so whatever route you take, the total distance will be longer.

For more complete maps and a description of the trails and the lands that Walks #6 & 7 traverse, see pages 14 & 15 of the 2018 Edition of *Trails in Carlisle*, the ideal reference for the *Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge*. The trails book is available for purchase for $10 at Town Hall or $15 at Ferns.
Note:
Walk #8 includes both the short Greystone Trail accessed from the cul de sac at the end of Captain Wilson Lane and the Greystone Pathway that runs through the woods bordering the Greystone development along Cross Street.

*Note, the TOTAL distance shown above is the combined lengths of the trail and pathway. Walking the trail and pathway will require some doubling back of some trail sections, and getting from the trail to the pathway, so whatever route you take, the total distance will be longer.

For more complete maps and a description of the trails and the lands that Walk #8 traverses, see pages 42 & 43 of the 2018 Edition of Trails in Carlisle, the ideal reference for the Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge. The trails book is available for purchase for $10 at Town Hall or $15 at Ferns.
*Note, the TOTAL distance shown above is the combined lengths of the trails shown. Walking all the trails will require some doubling back of some trail sections, so whatever route you take, the total distance will be longer.

For more complete maps and a description of the trails and the lands that Walk #9 traverses, see pages 52 & 53 of the the 2018 Edition of *Trails in Carlisle*, the ideal reference for the Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge. The trails book is available for purchase for $10 at Town Hall or $15 at Ferns.
For more complete maps and a description of the trails and the lands that Walk #10 traverses, see pages 18 & 19 of the 2018 Edition of Trails in Carlisle, the ideal reference for the Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge. The trails book is available for purchase for $10 at Town Hall or $15 at Ferns.
Note:
The “4” in a circle at the end of the pathway across from the Moseley Land indicates the location of Kimball’s Ice Cream.

*Note, the TOTAL distance shown above is the combined lengths of the trails shown. Walking all the trails will require some doubling back of some trail sections as well as connecting between the trails via Rodgers Road, Stearns Street, and some of the Banta-Davis access drive, so the total distance will be longer.

For more complete maps and a description of the trails and the lands that Walk #11 traverses, see pages 10 & 11 of the 2018 Edition of Trails in Carlisle, the ideal reference for the Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge. The trails book is available for purchase for $10 at Town Hall or $15 at Ferns.
For more complete maps and a description of the trails and the lands that Walk #12 traverses, see pages 50 & 51 of the 2018 Edition of Trails in Carlisle, the ideal reference for the Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge. The trails book is available for purchase for $10 at Town Hall or $15 at Ferns.

*Note, the TOTAL distance shown above is the combined lengths of the trails shown. Walking all the trails will require some doubling back of some trail sections as well as connecting between the beginning of the Rockstrom Trail at 605 School St. via Bellows Hill and Estabrook Rd. to Kibby Place, so the total distance will be longer.
For more complete maps and a description of the trails and the lands that Walk #13 traverses, see pages 48 & 49 of the 2018 Edition of Trails in Carlisle, the ideal reference for the Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge. The trails book is available for purchase for $10 at Town Hall or $15 at Ferns.

*Note, the TOTAL distance shown above is the combined lengths of the trails shown. Walking all the trails will require some doubling back of some trail sections, so whatever route you take, the total distance will be longer.
Note: Sections of the Woodhaven Trail are on the private property of Woodhaven Farm, protected by a Conservation Restriction. For the protection of your dogs & the farm animals, ALL DOGS MUST BE LEASHED and kept on the marked trails.

*Note, the TOTAL distance shown above is the combined lengths of the trails shown. Walking all the trails will require some doubling back of some trail sections, so whatever route you take, the total distance will be longer.

For more complete maps and a description of the trails and the lands that Walk #14 traverses, see pages 48 & 49 of the 2018 Edition of Trails in Carlisle, the ideal reference for the Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge.

The trails book is available for purchase for $10 at Town Hall or $15 at Ferns.
For more complete maps and a description of the trails and the lands that Walk #15 traverses, see pages 26 & 27 of the 2018 Edition of *Trails in Carlisle*, the ideal reference for the *Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge*. The trails book is available for purchase for $10 at Town Hall or $15 at Ferns.
*Note, the TOTAL distance shown above is the combined lengths of the trails shown. Walking all the trails will require some doubling back of some trail sections, so whatever route you take, the total distance will be longer.

For more complete maps and a description of the trails and the lands that Walk #16 traverses, see pages 28 & 29 of the 2018 Edition of *Trails in Carlisle*, the ideal reference for the *Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge*. The trails book is available for purchase for $10 at Town Hall or $15 at Ferns.
For more complete maps and a description of the trails and the lands that Walk #17 traverses, see pages 38 & 39 of the 2018 Edition of Trails in Carlisle, the ideal reference for the Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge. The trails book is available for purchase for $10 at Town Hall or $15 at Ferns.
For more complete maps and a description of the trails and the lands that Walk #18 traverses, see pages 40 & 41 of the 2018 Edition of *Trails in Carlisle*, the ideal reference for the *Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge*. The trails book is available for purchase for $10 at Town Hall or $15 at Ferns.

*Note, the TOTAL distance shown above is the combined lengths of the trails shown. Walking all the trails will require some doubling back of some trail sections, so whatever route you take, the total distance will be longer.

Note:
The River Trail and Red Tail Trail are included in Walk #17, Great Meadows National Wildlife Refuge.
For more complete maps and a description of the trails and the lands that Walk #19 traverses, see pages 54 & 55 of the 2018 Edition of Trails in Carlisle, the ideal reference for the Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge. The trails book is available for purchase for $10 at Town Hall or $15 at Ferns.
Note:
Walk #20 follows the Rangeway to the protected Open Space surrounding the Chestnut Estates development, with a loop into the Mannis Land.

*Note, the TOTAL distance shown above is the combined lengths of the trails shown. Walking all the trails will require some doubling back of some trail sections, so whatever route you take, the total distance will be longer.

For more complete maps and a description of the trails and the lands that Walk #20 traverses, see pages 44 & 45 of the 2018 Edition of *Trails in Carlisle*, the ideal reference for the *Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge*. The trails book is available for purchase for $10 at Town Hall or $15 at Ferns.
For more complete maps and a description of the trails and the lands that Walk #21 traverses, see pages 34 & 35 of the 2018 Edition of *Trails in Carlisle*, the ideal reference for the *Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge*. The trails book is available for purchase for $10 at Town Hall or $15 at Ferns.
For more complete maps and a description of the trails and the lands that Walks #22 & 23 traverse, see pages 30-33 of the 2018 Edition of *Trails in Carlisle*, the ideal reference for the *Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge*. The trails book is available for purchase for $10 at Town Hall or $15 at Ferns.
Note: In GBFSP, dogs must be leashed in all parking areas and in farm and pond areas.

*Note, the TOTAL distances shown are the combined lengths of the trails shown. Walking all the trails will require some doubling back of some trail sections, so whatever route you take, the total distance will be longer.

For more complete maps and a description of the trails and the lands that Walks #24 & 25 traverse, see pages 32 & 33 of the the 2018 Edition of Trails in Carlisle, the ideal reference for the Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge. The trails book is available for purchase for $10 at Town Hall or $15 at Ferns.
*Note, the TOTAL distance shown is the combined lengths of the trails shown. Walking all the trails will require some doubling back of some trail sections, so whatever route you take, the total distance will be longer.

For more complete maps and a description of the trails and the lands that Walk #26 traverses, see pages 36 & 37 of the 2018 Edition of Trails in Carlisle, the ideal reference for the Carlisle Community Trails Day Challenge. The trails book is available for purchase for $10 at Town Hall or $15 at Ferns.